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The Magic Mirror

One cold December day, a little girl was wandering through town when she saw a mysterious little shop.

Pronoun felt very curious so she decided to go inside. As soon as the little girl stepped into the store, her

eyes became wide and she gasped. All around the room there were Adjective mirrors of all shapes

Conjunction sizes. She walked around the room, looking into each mirror Adverb . In all of them

she saw a normal reflection, except for a very tall mirror in the corner. When the little girl looked into the mirror,

she was speechless. The image in the mirror showed the exact opposite of the original reflection. Her

Noun was neon green and her Noun was purple! The little girl touched the mirror's shiny

reflection, and it rippled like water. Feeling very curious, she stepped Preposition the mirror

Conjunction into a strange new world. " Interjection !" she exclaimed. "Everything is backwards!" 

The first thing the little girl noticed was that the rest of the mirrors and the door were upside down. She couldn't

wait to explore, so she stepped outside. The busy street seemed the same as usual, only the cars were driving

backwards! The little girl was fascinated, and began to cross the street when the crosswalk sign turned green.

She forgot that since this world is opposite, she should've crossed on red. Cars whizzed past the girl as she stood

in the middle of the street, wondering why they were still driving. She didn't realize what she did wrong until

four Adjective cars screeched to a stop in front of her. As she stood there confused, four police officers

Verb - Past Tense out, only their badges said "Ecilop". Pronoun started shouting violently at the

little girl in a language she didn't understand, until she realized it was English backwards. The little girl panicked

. She Verb - Past Tense back to the sidewalk and into the strange store and Adverb jumped back

Preposition



the tall mirror in the corner. She opened her eyes and looked around. Everything was back to normal. "

Interjection !" the little girl sighed in relief as she left the store, crossed the street on GREEN, and ran the

rest of the way home.
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